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Let 4 c X2 be the diagonal. In the first part of this paper, we show that a compact space X is 
Corson compact (resp., Eberlein compact; compact metric) if and only if X’\f is metalindeldf 
(resp., a-metacompact; paracompact). In the second part of the paper, we investigate the notion 
of a W-set in a space X, which is defined in terms of an inlinite game. We show that a compact 
space X is Corson compact if and only if X has a W-set diagonal, and that a compact scattered 
space X is strong Eberlein compact if and only if each point of X is a W-set in X. 
AMS (MOS) subject classification: 54018, 54030 
1. Introduction 
Let R denote the real line, f an index set, and Rf the usual product of IZJ real 
lines. We set 
2(Rf)={x~ Rf: I{a: x(a)ieO)I=sw}, 
Z,(Rr)={x~Rr:Ve>O,{~: ~~x(a)~~>~}isfinite}. 
and 
~((0, l}r) ={x E (0, l}r: {ty : x((u) = 1) is finite}. 
A compact space” X is Carson (resp., Eberlein; strong Eberiein) compact if and 
only if X is homeomorphic to a compact subspace of X(R”) (resp., X,(R“); 
~((0, l}r)) for some K 
It is apparent that every strong Eberlein compact space is Eberlein compact, and 
every Eberlein compact is Corson compact. The one-point compactification of an 
’ We assume all spaces are Hausdorff. 
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uncountable discrete space is strong Eberlein compact but not metrizable. It is not 
difficult to show that all strong Eberlein compact spaces are scattered.’ The Alexan- 
droff duplicate of the unit interval is Eberlein compact but not strong Eberlein 
compact. Corson compact spaces which are not Eberlein compact are not as easy 
to come by; see, e.g., [2] and [21] for examples. Eberlein compact spaces are 
precisely those spaces which are homeomorphic to a weakly compact subset of a 
Banach space [l]; hence this class of spaces is important in functional analysis. See 
Wage [22] for a survey of (strong) Eberlein compact spaces. 
A major purpose of this paper is to give new topological characterizations of the 
above classes. We will make use of the following well-known characterizations: 
(1.1.) Let X be compact. Then X is Corson (Eberlein) compact if and only if X 
has a point-countable (a-point-finite) T,,-separating3 cover by open F,-sets. X is 
strong Eberlein compact if and only if X has a point-finite To-separating cover by 
open and closed (ciopen) sets. 
The first part of this paper involves characterizations in terms of covering proper- 
ties on X’\J, where A = {(x, x): x E X} is the diagonal. The following are the main 
results: 
(1.2.) The following are equivalent for a compact space X: 
(a) X is Corson (Eberlein) compact; 
(b) X’\A is metalindeliif (cr-metacompact).” 
(c) X’ is hereditarily metalindeliif (a-metacompact). 
(1.3.) The following are equivalent for a compact space X: 
(a) X is metrizable; 
(b) X’\A is paracompact; 
(c) X2 is hereditarily paracompact. 
The ‘(a)=(b)’ parts of the above results may be viewed as generalizations of the 
old result of Sneider [20] that a compact space with a G&-diagonal is metrizable; 
for if A is a G8-set in X2, then X2\A is a-compact, hence paracompact. Concerning 
(1.3), it should be pointed out that the existence of a compact non-metrizable X 
with X2 hereditarily normal is an old problem of Katetov [14] which has not been 
completely solved. Nyikos [17] has an example assuming Martin’s Axiom and the 
negation of the continuum hypothesis (MA+ lCH), and in [18] he shows, also 
’ A space X is scutrered if X contains no dense-in-itself subset. 
3 A collection ‘?l of subsets of X is To-separaring if whenever x, y E X. then some fJ E Q contains 
exactly one of x and y. 
’ A space X is meralindeliif (cr-meracompacr) if every open cover of X has a’ point-countable 
(u-point-finite) open refinement. 
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under MA + -CH, that if X is compact and X’ is hereditarily collectionwise normal, 
then X is metrizable. 
In the next part of the paper, we consider the notion of a ‘W-set’ H in a space 
X, which is defined in terms of the following two-person infinite game: at the nth 
play, 0 (for ‘open’) chooses an open U, 1 H, and then P (for ‘point’) chooses a 
point x, E CJ,,. We say 0 wins if x, + H (i.e., every neighborhood of H contains all 
but finitely many x,). We call H a W-set in X if 0 has a winning strategy in this game. 
It is easy to see that any set with a countable base of neighborhoods is a W-set; 
in particular. closed Ga-sets in compact spaces are W-sets. The non-isolated point 
of the one-point compactification of an uncountable discrete space is a W-set which 
is not a G,-set: 0 wins by simply forcing P to choose a different isolated point 
each time. 
In [9], we called a space X in which each point of X is a W-set a W-space. One 
easily sees that first countable spaces are W-spaces, and that W-spaces are Frechet 
(i.e., if x E A, then there exist a, E A with a, + x). We proved that a Z-product5 of 
W-spaces is a W-space; so, in particular, Corson compact spaces are W-spaces. 
Here we investigate the properties of W-sets, especially in (countably) compact 
spaces, and then give applications to Z-products. The following are the main results: 
(1.4.) A closed subset H of a compact space X of countable tightness is a W-set 
in X if and only if X\H is metalindelof. 
(1.5.) A closed subset H of a compact scattered space X is a W-set in X if and 
only if X\H is metacompact. 
(1.6.) A compact space X is Corson compact if and only if the diagonal A is a W-set in 
X2. 
(1.7.) A compact scattered space X is strong Eberlein compact if and only if X is 
a W-space. 
As an application of (1.6), we give short proofs of the following known results: 
(1.8.) A Corson compact linearly ordered space is metrizable [7]. 
(1.9.) The closed image of a Corson compact space is Corson compact [13]. 
In the final section, we briefly outline some further results on W-sets, and mention 
some unsolved problems. 
5 If, for each Q E r, X, is a space and x,, E X,, then the subspace {XE n-c,_ X,: {a: x(a) # x,} is 
countable} of n oer X, is called a I-product of the X,‘s. 
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2. Covering properties on X2\d 
In this section, we characterize Corson compact spaces, Eberlein compact spaces, 
and compact met&able spaces as those compact spaces X such that X’\A is 
metalindelof, a-metacompact, and paracompact, respectively. 
We will need the following lemma, which is proven in [ll]. 
Lemma 2.1. Let 3 be a base for a metalindeliif (resp., a-metacompact; metacompact) 
locally compact space X Then 93 contains a subcover 3’ such that {B: BE 3’) is 
point-countable (resp., o-point-finite; point-finite). 
Theorem 2.2. The following are equivalent for a compact space X: 
(a) X is Corson (Eberlein) compact; 
(b) X*\A is metalindeliif (a-metacompact); 
(c) X2 is hereditarily metalindelof (o-metacompact). 
Proof. That (c)+(b) is trivial. Yakovlev [23] proved that Corson (Eberlein) com- 
pact spaces are hereditarily metalindelijf (a-metacompact) (see Theorem 2.3 for 
an alternate proof); hence (a)*(c). 
It remains to prove (b)+(a). We do the ‘metalindel6f’ case first. If X*\A is 
metalindelof, then by Lemma 2.1, there is a cover 3 = {U, x V,: a E A} of X’\-J 
such that 
(i) 17~ and V, are open F,-sets in X; 
(ii) Om n V= = 0; 
(iii) {o= X va: a E A} is point-countable; 
(iv) UX VE 8 implies VXUE 9. 
Let K be the density of X, and let X = {pO. .a<~}. For each a<~, iet X,= 
(pp:j, and let %, = {n,EF r/,: F c A and { v?‘,: y E F} is a finite minimal cover 
of X,}. Note that 4!& covers X\X,. 
Claim 1. U,,, aI, is point-countable. 
Suppose CJ,,, Qa is not point-countable at the point x E X. Then for each n < wi, 
there exists a finite F( 11) c A, and an ordinal p( 7) < K with x E nyEF, ,,) U, E QP(,,,. 
Without loss of generality, the F( 7)‘s all have the same cardinality, form a A-system 
with root R, and the p(n)‘s are non-decreasing. Since R #F(O), there exists 
YE XP(Oj\!J{ v7;;,: YE R}. Then for each n <w,, there exists S(~)E F(T)\R with 
Y E vs6(,,). But then (x9 Y) •fl~+ bqlX VN,,, a contradiction. This proves Claim 
1. 
Claim 2. !Jpcrc QP is T,,-separating. 
Suppose x,, x2 E X, x1 # x2. Let ai be the least ordinal such that Xi E X,,. If ai f (~2, 
then, since 9&, covers X\X,,, x, and x2 are separated by some member of %a1 or 
‘?& (whichever index is smallest). So suppose a, = czI = (Y. Let 7, ={ V,: xl E U, 
x2 g U,} and Y2 = { V,: x2 E U,, x1 ti U,}. Note that xi E U Y;, and x2 E U Vi. Sup- 
pose z E X,\U (V, u V;). Let y(z) E A be such that xl E Uy(r,r z E Vv(+ Since 
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V,,zjg ?f,, we have X~E L17(,,. Since X,\U (Vi u .Vz) is compact, we see that there 
exists a finite Fc A such that {V,: y E F} covers X,\U(-r/-i u W;), and {xi, x11= 
nyEF q- Since (nvsF U,)n{pp:p<a)fO, as xl, x~E{p~:P<a), IV,: yEF1 
does not cover { pP: p < a}. Let S be the least /3 < a such that pp BZ U { v7,: y E F). 
NOW pa E V, E cl/^, u ‘VI for some n E A. Then { vq} u { v7,: y E F) covers X6+,, and any 
minimal subcover contains VT. Since U,, separates xl and x2, so does the member 
of Q6+, corresponding to this minimal cover. This completes the proof for the 
‘metalindeliif’ case. 
The proof for the u-metacompact case is very similar. In this case, we can assume 
that A = IJ,,, A, is such that {o* X ve,: a E A,,} is point-finite for each n. The 3,‘s 
are defined as before; hence lJO<% Ou, is TO-separating. We need to show that it 
is a-point-finite. 
Let ?!&, be all members of Q, whose corresponding index set F has cardinality 
sn, and is contained in Uisn Ai. Then the proof that lJack %,,, is point-finite is 
analogous to the proof of Claim 1. (That the F(T)‘s may still be assumed to be a 
A-system follows from [F(q)1 s n.) Hence lJ,,, Qm is a-point-finite. 0 
In our proof, we used Yakovlev’s result that Corson (Eberlein) compact spaces 
are hereditarily metalindeliif (a-metacompact). Yakovlev’s proof is a rather compli- 
cated induction argument. Here we give a more straightforward proof. 
Theorem 2.3 [23]. Every Corson (Eberlein) compact space is hereditarily metalindel6f 
(a-metacompact). 
Proof. First observe that any space Y which has a point-countable (u-point-finite) 
cover by open sets with compact closures is metalindeliif (a-metacompact). (We 
prove this for the ‘a-metacompact’ case. Let 7= lJ,,, V;, be a u-point-finite cover 
of Y by open sets with compact closures. If % is an open cover of Y, then for each 
VE ‘Tf, let { CJi( V): ia n( V)}C % be a finite cover of V. Then ?V,,, = 
{VnU,(V): VnE7f, m s n( V)} is point-finite, and W = U,,,,, 7V_ is a a-point- 
finite refinement of Q.) 
Now let Xc Z(Rr). For each y E r and a, b E Q, let 
(a, b),={xEX: a<x(y)<b}. 
Let 
It is easy to check that % is a point-countable cover of X*\A. Re-index % as 
{U,x V,: SEA}. 
Suppose H t X is closed. Let ‘VH = {nseF Us: FcA and {V,: SEF} is a finite 
minimal cover of H}. That V;, is point-countable follows from a A-system argument 
similar to that in the proof of Claim 1 in Theorem 2.2. Thus “y;I is a point-countable 
collection of open subsets of X\H with compact closures (contained in X\H), so 
X\H is metalindelof. Hence X is hereditarily metalindeltif. 
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The proof for X Eberlein compact is similar. In this case, the collection of all 
members of % for fixed a, 6, c, d is point-finite. The proof that “u, is g-point-finite 
again follows as in the proof of Claim 1 for the cr-metacompact case in Theorem 
2.2. q 
From Theorem 2.2, we can obtain an alternate proof of the result that Corson 
(Eberlein) compact spaces are preserved by continuous maps (see [SJ and [13]). If 
f : X + Y is continuous, where X is Corson (Eberlein) compact, then f2: X2+ Y’ 
is perfect, and f’l(f’)-‘( Y”\A) is also perfect. We can conclude that Y’\-l is 
metalindelof (u-metacompact), hence Y is Corson (Eberlein) compact, if we know 
that either metalindelijf (a-metacompact) locally compact spaces or hereditarily 
metalindelof (u-metacompact) spaces are preserved by perfect maps. While it seems 
to be unknown whether perfect maps actually preserve metalindelijf or a-metacom- 
pact spaces, both of these special cases hold. See [lo] for a proof of the former. 
The latter may be easily proven (we omit this proof) using the following characteriz- 
ation of hereditarily metalindeliif (a-metacompact) spaces.6 
Proposition 2.4. A space X is hereditarily metalindeliif (a-rnetacompact) if and only 
if each open coL’er { Lk.: CY < K}, K an ordinal, has a point-countable (a-point-finite) 
open refinement 7f such that, for each x E X, 
XE‘VC U+) for some V E V; 
where Q(X) is the least a < K with x E U,. 
For the metalindelijf case, this is proven in [12]; however, it seems to have been 
known earlier by Chaber and Junnila. The proof for the a-metacompact case is 
similar. 
We now show that, for compact X, paracompactness of X’\A implies metrizability 
of X. This implies that if X2 is hereditarily paracompact hen X is metrizable. 
Katetov [14] showed that X3 hereditarily normal implies X is metrizable. It is 
unknown if, in some model of set theory, X’ hereditarily normal implies X metriz- 
able. Nyikos [17] has a counter-example assuming MA + lCH, and has shown [ 181, 
also under MA+lCH, that if X2 is hereditarily collectionwise-normal, then X is 
metrizable. 
In our proof we use the result that a compact space X with a point-countable 
T, -separating open cover % (i.e., if x, y E X, then x E U c X\(y) for some U E %) 
is metrizable [16]. We also need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.5. Let A(K) denote the one-point compuctijication of a discrete space of 
cardinality K. If K > w, then A(K)*\A is not normal. 
Proof. Let p be the non-isolated point of A(K). Let 
H={(x,p): x#p},K ={(p, x): xzp}. 
Then H and K are disjoint closed subsets of A(K)‘\A. 
6 For the hereditarily metalindeliif case, one obtains preservation under closed maps. 
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Suppose U is an open set containing H. For each x # p, U contains all but finitely 
many points of {,x)X A(K). Hence, if {x,,: n E w} is any countably infinite subset of 
A(K)\(~), there exists y E A(K)\(~) such that (x,, y) E U for each n E o. Then 
(p, y) E 0 n K. Thus H and K cannot be separated. 0 
Theorem 2.6. The following are equivalent for a compact space X: 
(a) X is merrizable; 
(b) X”\A is paracompac?; 
(c) X’ is hereditarily paracompact. 
Proof. That (a)+(c)+(b) is trivial. We prove (b)*(a). So assume X*\A is para- 
compact, but X is not metrizable. There is a partition {S,: a < K} of X’\A such 
that each S, is open and c+-compact. For each cy, there are disjoint open subsets 
U,,, and V,.,,, n E w, of X such that S, = IJ,,, U,., X I’,.,. 
Let 
W={U,.,: LY<K,nEw}U{V,.,:ff<K,nEw}. 
Then %f is T,-separating: if x Z y, choose (Y, n with (x, y) E U,,, X if,.,; then x E 
CJ 0.n c X\(y). Since X is not metrizable, ‘M’ is not point-countable. So, without loss 
of generality. there is a point x E X, an uncountable A c K, and n(a) E w for each 
cy E A, such that 
Consider the collection V={ Vn,nCol,: (YE A}. Since { Lk,,(,, X Va.ntaj: CY E A} is a 
discrete collection in X”\A, “cr is discrete in X\{x}. Hence if we choose y(V) E V 
for each V E y, then Y ={x}u {y( V): V E T”} is homeomorphic to the one-point 
compactification of an uncountable discrete space. But Y’\A is a closed subset of 
X’\A, hence paracompact. By Lemma 2.5, this is impossible. 0 
Remark. Theorem 2.6 actually holds with ‘compact’ replaced by ‘countably com- 
pact’: for X’\J paracompact implies X\(x) is paracompact for each x E X, which 
in turn implies that X is paracompact, and hence compact whenever X is countably 
compact. 
Theorems 2.2 and 2.6 naturally lead one to ask what happens if X*\A has some 
covering property other than the ones we have discussed so far. Here, the property 
of metacompactness eems to be particularly interesting. 
Let A be the class of all compact spaces X such that X’\A is metacompact. Then 
A is contained in the class of Eberlein compact spaces by Theorem 2.2. This 
containment is proper because, on the one hand, we can show that every member 
of A is hereditarily metacompact, while on the other hand, Yakovlev [23] has 
shown that A(w,)” is an Eberlein compact space which is not hereditarily metacom- 
pact. Now consider the class X of compact subsets of ‘a-products’ of compact metric 
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spaces (equivalently. Hilbert cubes), where ‘c+-product’ is defined like ‘x-product’, 
but with ‘countable’ replaced by ‘finite’. Nachmanson and Yakovlev [ 151 have shown 
that every member of ,\r is hereditarily metacompact; hence ,Irc .M However, this 
containment is proper, also. Every member of Jv is locally metrizable at some point 
[23], while the following space X is nowhere locally metrizable, yet can be shown 
to have the property that X”\A is metacompact: X = lim, X,, where XC, = A(w,), and 
X,,,, is obtained from X,, by replacing each isolated point of X,, by a copy of A(w,). 
The bonding maps are the obvious quotient maps. 
3. W-sets 
The purpose of this section is to study the basic properties of W-sets, especially 
in (countably) compact spaces. In the introduction, we stated that a set Hc X is 
a W-set in X if 0 has a winning strategy at H in the game described earlier. To 
be precise, this means that there exists a map u from the set 9’(X) of all finite 
sequences in X to the set B(H) of all open sets containing H such that: 
(*) if (x,) is a sequence with x,+, E a((~“, . . . , x,)) for all n, then x, + Zf. 
We shall call a sequence satisfying (*) a a-sequence. Note that a a-sequence 
represents the sequence of points chosen by P in a game played with 0 using u as 
a strategy. Thus, a set Hc X is a W-set in X if and only if there is a map 
u : 9’(X) + O(H) such that every a-sequence converges to H. 
For future reference, we make the following observations: 
(3.1.) An equivalent definition of a winning strategy is obtained if 9(X) is replaced 
by the set [XICw of all finite subsets of X in the above, and (x0,. . . , x,) is replaced 
by ix,,, . . . , x,}. For if u : Y(X) + O(H) satisfies (*), then 
(T’({xo, . . . 9 X”}) =n{a((yo,. . . , y,>): {yo,. . . , yJ=b-0, . . . 7 %lH 
satisfies (*) in the new sense. 
(3.2.) It is easy to see that if we change the game by allowing P to choose a finite 
sequence or set of points, instead of just one point, then the new game is equivalent 
to the old in the sense that 0 has a winning strategy in the new game if and only 
if 0 has a winning strategy in the old one. 
We noted earlier that if Hc X has a countable neighbourhood base in X, then 
H is a W-set in X. In separable spaces, we have a partial converse. 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose H c X is a W-set in a separable space X. If ecery open 
neighborhood of H contains a closed neighborhood of H (in particular, if H is compact, 
or H is closed and X is normal), then H has a countable neighborhood base in X. 
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Proof. Let (J be a winning strategy at H in X, and let 
9 ={cr((x(), . . . ,x,)): x, E D}, 
where D is a countable dense set. We claim that 28 is a neighborhood base for H 
If not, there exists an open set U 3 H such that, for each BE 53, B $ U. Let V be 
open with H c Vc vc 17. One can inductively construct a a-sequence (x,) with 
each xi E D\ c But x, 74 H, a contradiction. Cl 
We now give some conditions under which a closed subset of a countably compact 
space is a W-set. 
We say that a collection {(K,, Ua): (Y E A} is a cushioned cotter of a space Y if 
(9 Y = UoeA K,, and 
(ii) for each Bc A, UoEB K, c UaeB U,. 
Lemma 3.4. Let H be a closed subset of a countably compact space X. If X\H has 
a cushioned cover {(K,, CJa): a E A} such that for each a, U, is open and metalindeliif, 
then H is a W-set in X. 
Proof. For each CY E A, let %, be a point-countable open cover of r/, by sets whose 
closures miss H. For each x E X\H, pick a(x) E A with x E K,rcxJ. Let (U&.,1,,, 
enumerate { LJ E Ou,: x E U}. Now define 
a((%, . . . 7 x,,>) =X\ U {Ur,.ocx,j.~: i, i, ks nl. 
Suppose (x,) is a u-sequence which does not converge to H. Then (x,,) has some 
limit point x&H. Now XE {X,},E, c U, K,t.nJc U, LTa(x,). Pick i with .XE U,cx,,, 
and pick CJ E %+,, with XE U. Pick i with x, E U. Then U= U,,,,C,,,.~ for some k. 
But then x,, E CJ if n 3 max{i, j, k}, a contradiction. 0 
Proposition 3.5. Let H be a closed subset of a countably compact space X. Then H 
is a W-set in X if either: 
(a) X\ H is metalindeliif; or 
(b) X\H is locally Lindeliif and has a closure-preserving cover by closed (in X\H) 
Lindeliif subspaces. 
Proof. To prove (a), observe that the one-element collection {(X\H, X\H)} is a 
cushioned cover of X\H satisfying the conditions of Lemma 3.4. 
To prove (b), suppose {K, : a E A} is a closure-preserving cover of X\H by closed 
Lindeliif subspaces. Since X\H is locally Lindelbf, one can find, for each a, a 
Lindelof open set U0 containing K,. Then {(K,, U,): CY E A} satisfies the conditions 
of Lemma 3.4. Cl 
If x is a point of first countability in a countably compact non-compact space X, 
then {x} is a W-set in X, but X\(x) is not metalindelof (for then X would be 
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metalindeliif, hence compact [3]). Hence the converse of Proposition 3.5 (a) does 
not hold. However, we will show that it does hold for compact X having countable 
tightness, or compact scattered X. We do not know if it holds for all compact X. 
First we need the following set-theoretic lemma. In the lemma, 2.M is the set of 
all subsets of M, and A, f A means that, for some ordinal K, (A,),,, is an increasing 
sequence of sets whose union is A. 
Lemma 3.6. Let M be a set, and let 4 : 2,“’ + 2”’ satisfy 
(1) I&A)1 s max(lAl, w); 
(2) A, f A* 4(A,) f 4(A). 
Call A c M &closed if 4(A) c A. 
Suppose P is a property of subsets of M. Then M has property P whenever P satisfies 
the following properties: 
(i) P holds for all countable &closed sets; 
(ii) P holds for all sets which are increasing unions of &closed sets satisfying P. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on [MI. If [MI < o, then M satisfies P by property 
(i). SUppOSe IMI = K > w, and the lemma holds for all sets of cardinality less than 
K. Let M ={m,: a < K}. We inductively construct (M,),,, such that, for each cr, 
(a) M,I{~,:~<(Y); 
(b) IM,I s max{lal, ~1; 
(c) M, is $-closed. 
Let MO = 0. Suppose (Y < K, and Mp has been defined for all p < CC If LY is a limit 
ordinal, let M, = Up_ MB. If CY = CY’ + 1, let M,,O = M,, u {m,,}, and let 
M a.n+~ = Ma., u &(M,,,). 
Then let M, = IJ,,, M,.,. It is easily checked that (a)-(c) hold. (Property (c) follows 
from property (2) in the statement of the lemma.) 
Now each M, and ~$]2,~- satisfy the conditions of the lemma. Hence each M, 
satisfies P, and so by property (ii) of P, we conclude that M satisfies P. Cl 
Theorem 3.7. Let X be a compact space of countable tightness. Then a closed set 
H c X is a W-set in X if and only if X\H is metalindelof 
Proof. The ‘if’ part is immediate from Proposition 3.5. So let us assume that H is 
a W-set in X, and prove that X\H is metalindelof. 
Let Du be a cover of X\H by open sets with compact closures missing H. For 
each 7rc %, let V be the smallest collection containing V which is closed under 
the ‘operation’ 
f-laU{G: GE%), 
where 9 and % are finite, 9# 0. For each non-empty U E %*, pick x(U) E U. 
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Let (T be a winning strategy at H, in the sense of (3.1). For each finite Fc X, let 
d(F) be a finite subset of % covering X\cr( F). For each V E ‘Y, let %( V) be a 
finite subset of % covering q 
We define 4:2%-+2* by: 
~(cy-)=(U{a’(F):Fc{x(V): VET’-*},[FI<~})u(u{%(l’): VEX}). 
It is easy to check that 4 satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.6. 
Let P be the property that V has a point-countable open refinement. Clearly P 
holds for all countable 7f. Suppose Va f V, (Y < K, and each 7~‘~ is &closed and 
satisfies P. It remains to prove that 7r has a point-countable open refinement. If 
cf(K) G w, this is easy to see. So assume cf(K) > w. 
Each ‘Va has a point-countable open refinement W_. The idea is to put the wh’s 
together somehow to obtain a point-countable open refinement of ‘V. We only need 
to use those WE u’, which are not covered by Up._, 7fp. But these W’s may still 
‘reach back’ too far for us to end up with a point-countable collection. So we need 
to ‘shave them off’ a bit. The following claim will be very useful in this regard. 
Claim 1. If Qc % is &closed, then 
{x(U): cJE~~}-C(~%JuH. 
To see this, suppose x E {x( U): U E %g}-, but x g (U @,) u H. Let K be a compact 
neighborhood of x missing H By ‘&closedness’, for each finite F c {x( U): U E %,*}, 
X\a(F) is a compact subset of U a’(F), hence of U ‘%,,. With this in mind, it is 
easy to construct a sequence (x,) with x,+~ E K n a({~~,. . . , x,}) n {x( U): UE a:}- 
for each n. But then (x,) is a u-sequence which does not converge to H. This 
contradiction establishes Claim 1. 
Now let X, ={x( V): VE Up<, T,*}. Since Up_ ‘Va is +-closed (4(U,,, ‘VD) = 
;y< Hyb) cup<, Ya), we have X=c (U(Up._, yb))uH. So if VE 
9: u”,:“, 
Ypp, then vnxe is a compact subset of U (lJa_ VP). Pick a finite 
yb covering vn_&, and let 
V’= V\U{G: GE%}. 
Then 
V’E’T&~‘~T?~=~, and V’xV\U(U 7~). 
P‘=Q 
Let 
. Tf& ={V’: VE 7fa\ IJ VD}. 
P<a 
Claim 2. {U Yfh: a < K} is point-countable. 
If Claim 2 fails, there exist V;~E 7rbcs,, S < wl, with (a(S)),,,, an increasing 
sequence of ordinals, such that ndcw, VA # 0. Let y = supG+, a(S). Then { Vb n 
X,: S < w,} has the finite intersection property, since x(n 9) E X,. for each finite 
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9~ { Vg: S < 0,). Hence there exists y E (nd<w, VI,) A &. By countable tightness, 
XY =up<y J?lp, so YE &y, forsomep(y)<y.Butif(Y(8)>/3(y),then vbnJ?p,Y,= 
0. This contradiction establishes Claim 2. 
Now let V”,, be the point-countable open refinement of V_ mentioned earlier. Let 
%‘;={Wn(U Y-b): WE 71r,}, 
and let ?V=lJa<, %‘h. It is easy to check that w is a point-countable open 
refinement of V. That completes the proof. El 
As we mentioned earlier, we do not know if ‘countable tightness’ is necessary in 
Theorem 3.7. It turns out not to be necessary for scattered spaces. 
Theorem 3.8. Let X be a compact scattered space. Then a closed set H c X is a 
W-set in X if and only if X\H is metacompact. 
Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 3.7. So, instead of giving the 
entire proof, we only indicate the changes that need to be made. 
(1) Let Ou be a cover of X\H by compact open sets. 
(2) Instead of picking a single point x(U) in each UE %*, we take the finite set 
X(U) of points of the ‘top level’ of the compact scattered space U. 
(3) It is not necessary to consider the ‘operator’ ‘&( V). 
(4) Let P be the property that Y has a point-finite-open refinement. 
(5) We may assume that cf( K) 2 w. 
(6) Claim 2 should read: {U cc’:: (Y < K} is point-finite. With this claim the proof 
is completed in essentially the same way as before. So let us see how to prove this 
claim. 
If {U Vb: (Y < K} is not point-finite, there exist VL E YbC,,), n < w, with (a( n))nCw 
an increasing sequence of ordinals, such that n,,, VL Z 0. Let p(n) be the ordinal 
corresponding to the top level of n,,,,, VA. Then /3(O) 3 p( 1) 2 - - * , so there exists 
kEw with/3(k)=p(k+l)=***.LetK=r),,, Vh. It follows from the definition 
of k that the top level X(K) of K meets each Vk. However, since K E V:(k), 
X(K) = Xm(k)+l = Xa(k+lb and so X(K) n Vk = 0 if n 5 k + 1. This contradiction 
completes the proof. 0 
Perhaps the last two theorems may be useful in determining when a locally 
compact space X is metalindeliif, or metacompact if X is scattered. Given X, we 
would like to know if the ‘new’ point w in the one-point compactification WX of 
X is a W-set in X By considering the complements of O’s choices, we see that w 
is a W-set in WX if and only if there is a function 6 : [Xl’- + K(X), where K(X) 
is the set of all compact subsets of X, satisfying: x,,+~ r~ c?({x,,, . . . , x,}) for each n 
implies {x~}“~_ has no cluster point in X. 
The following example is easily seen to be metacompact in this way. 
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Example 3.9. Let 2’ be the set of all lines in the plane R’. Let X = R’u 2’ with 
the following topology: 
(i) Points of 2’ are isolated. 
(ii) A neighborhood of x E R’has the form{x}u (Z.r\F), where 2X ={IE 2: x E I}, 
and 9 is a finite subset of 9.r. 
X is clearly a locally compact scattered space. We can see that X is metacompact 
if and only if for each x E R’, there is a finite 9.x c 2X such that, for each 1~ R 
{x E I: I E 9,x} is finite. 
On the surface, this result seems to us to be far from obvious. However, that X is 
metacompact can easily be derived from Theorem 3.8. Define 3: [X]‘w -, K(X) 
by &(F)=l_J{{x}u2x. . x E F n R’, or x is the point of intersection of two lines in 
F}uE 
Now if (x,) satisfies xIrtl g &({x,, . . . , x,}) for each n, then for each x E R’, 
12x n I&ll,lEWl== 2. 
It follows that {x,,},,,, has no cluster point. Hence the ‘new’ point of the one-point 
compactification WX is a W-set in wX, so by Theorem 3.8, X is metacompact. 
Remark. F. Galvin has pointed out to the author that the above result is also an 
easy consequence of a theorem of Erdiis and Hajnal on the coloring number of 
graphs [8, Corollary 5.61. 
We conclude this section with the following easy result. 
Proposition 3.10. Let f : X + Y be a closed onto map, and H c Y. If f-‘(H) is a 
W-set in X, then H is a W-set in Y. 
Proof. Let u be a winning strategy for 0 at f-‘(H) in X For each y E Y, pick 
x(y) E f-‘(y). Define 
a’(&, . . . 7 YJ) ={y: f_‘(Y) = c+((X(YO), . . * 3 X(YfI))l. 
We leave to the reader the straightforward proof that u’ is a winning strategy for 
0 at H in Y. Cl 
4. W-sets and compact subsets of Z-products 
In the previous section the basic properties of W-sets were established. In this 
section, we use W-sets to characterize certain compact subsets of -Z-products. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose Kc Z(R’) is countably compact. Then K is a W-set in 
2(Rr). 
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Proof. For each x E Z(R’.), let (a(~, n)) enumerate {a E r: x(a) # 0). We define a 
winning strategy u for 0 as follows. First, let a(&) = E(R’.), and let X,,E Z(R“). 
For each y E K, let 
U((XU), y) ={XE l(Rr): 11x((~)-y(ti)ll< 1 if (Y = a(~,), O)), 
and let 
C((%)) = u V((x,J, Y). 
?.EK 
Now suppose U((x,,, . . . , xk), y) and a((~(), . . . , xk)) have been defined for all 
k s n, with a((~,,, . . . , xk)) =UvrK U((x,,, . . . , x~), y), and let (x0,. . . , x,+0 be an 
arbitrary sequence of length n+ 1. If x,+, & a((~,,, . . . , xi)) for some i s n, define 
a((-%, . . . 7 x,+1 >) arbitrarily. Otherwise, for each is n, let Y,+~ E K be such that 
Xi+1 E U((X,,, . . . , Xi>, Yi+l), and let 
Ll((x,,, . . . , x,+,), y)={x~2(R~): 11x((~)-y(cy)IJ < l/2”+’ if SEA}, 
where 
A=U{{cu(Xi,j)rcr(yi,j)}: i,jsn+l}. 
Let (x,) be a u-sequence. We prove x, + H by showing that any infinite sub- 
sequence (x,,kJkEw has a limit point in H. Let y, E H be defined as above (define 
y. arbitrarily). The sequence (Y,,,~,) has a limit point y E H. Since E(R“) is a Frechet 
space, we may assume y,, k, + y. 
We prove x,(k)’ y.Pick(~~r.If (~~U~,~<~{~~(Xi,j),(~(Yi,j)},then.~,,,k,((~)=O= 
Y,(k)(u) for all k, and so x,(k)((Y) + y(a) ~0. On the other hand, if (Y E Ui,j<w {(Xi, i), 
a(yi,j)), then, since &(klE U(h,. . . , -h(k)-l)r yn(k))? we have 
for sufficiently large k. Hence x”(k) (a)-y(a) in thiscasealso,andso xn(k)+y. c] 
Corollary 4.2. Let X be a Corson compact space. Then every closed subset of X”, 
n s o, is a W-set in X”. In particular, X has a W-set diagonal. 
Proof. If X is Corson compact, so is X” for n s w. The result now follows from 
Theorem 4.1, and the easily observed fact that if K is a W-set in Y, and K c X c Y, 
then K is a W-set in X. 0 
Any separable compact perfectly normal non-metrizable space, e.g., the Alexan- 
drov ‘double arrow’ space, is a compact space such that every closed subset is a 
W-set (in fact, every closed set has a countable outer base), but is not Corson 
compact (being separable but not metrizable). However, we shall see that for a 
compact scattered space X, if we know only that each point of x is a W-set, i.e., X 
is a W-space, then X is strong Eberlein compact. In general, we shall see that a 
compact space X is Corson compact if and only if X has a W-set diagonal. 
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Theorem 4.3. The following are equivalent: 
(a) X is strong Eberlein compact; 
(b) X is a compact scattered W-space. 
Proof. (a)+(b). It is well-known that strong Eberlein compact spaces are scattered. 
So this now follows from Corollary 4.2. 
(b)+(a). Suppose X is a compact scattered W-space, and suppose the result is 
true for spaces of smaller scattering height than X. The ‘top level’ H of X is finite. 
and since X is a W-space, it is easy to see that H is a W-set in X. By Theorem 3.8, 
X\H is metacompact, so by Lemma 2.1, there is a point-finite cover “u of X\H by 
compact open sets. By the inductive assumption, each Lre Ou has a point-finite 
T,,-separating clopen cover a-(U). Let %’ be a finite collection of clopen sets 
separating the points of ff. Then 
xu(u{%“(U): UGo21)) 
is a point-finite-T,,-separating clopen cover of X. Cl 
Remark. Jakovlev [23] proved that a hereditarily metacompact compact scattered 
space is strong Eberlein compact. Once one has Theorem 3.7, the proof of (b)*(a) 
above is essentially the same as the proof of Jakovlev’s result. 
Theorem 4.4. The following are equivalent for a compact space X: 
(a) X is Carson compact; 
(b) X has a W-set diagonal; 
(c) Ecery closed subset of X’ is a W-set in X2. 
Proof. We have (a)+(c) by Corollary 4.2, and (c)+(b) is trivial. We prove 
(b)+(a). Assume X is a compact space satisfying (b). Let u be a winning strategy 
for 0 at A in X’. If x, x,,, . . . , x,, E X, define a,((~,,, . . . , x,)) to be some open set 
U containing x such that 
I/‘= a(((.%,, x), . . . , (x,,, xl>). 
It is easy to check that a, is a winning strategy for 0 at x E X. Hence X is a W-space. 
Thus X” is a W-space [9; Theorem 4.11, so t( X’) < w. 
Now by Theorem 3.7, X’\A is metalindelof. Hence by Theorem 2.2, X is Corson 
compact. Cl 
Remark. IME. Rudin also has a proof of Theorem 4.4, obtained independently and 
by somewhat different methods than those used by this author. 
We now give some applications of the above results. First, Theorem 4.4 yields 
an easy proof that Corson compact spaces are preserved by continuous images. 
Assume X is Corson compact. If f : X + Y is continuous and onto, so is fz : X’ + Y’, 
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hence the diagonal 3,. of Y is a W-set in Y’ by Proposition 3.10. Thus Y is Corson 
compact. 
It was shown by Efimov and Certanov [7], and independently by Rudin (see 
footnote on page 17 in [4]), that every Corson compact linearly ordered space is 
metrizable. We now show how this result may easily be derived from the W-set 
diagonal characterization of Corson compact spaces. 
Theorem 4.5 (Efimov, Certanov; Rudin). Every Carson compact linearly ordered 
space X is metrizable. 
Proof. Consider the game in which P is allowed to choose a finite set of points at 
each play (see 3.2). Suppose u,, 1 A is O’s nth play using some winning strategy. 
There is a finite cover 2 of X by open intervals such that .iX ic U, for each 
J ~9. Using 1, one can easily find a finite increasing sequence (x,,,);~~,,,) of points 
of X such that 
(i) x,,.~(x~,~(~)) is the least (greatest) point of X; 
(ii) for each i < k(n), either (x,.,, x,,~+,) E V,,, or the open interval with endpoints 
Xn.i and X,,i+i is empty. For his nth play, P chooses all points (x,,,,, X”,i+i)E u,,, 
i< k(n). 
NOW let 0 be the set of all X,,i’s. We show that the set 9 of all open intervals 
with endpoints in 0 forms a countable base for X. Let us show that ?? contains a 
base at any point x E X not the least or greatest point, the other cases being similar. 
Let i,,(x) s k(n) be of the least integer i with x$x,.i. Then either 
(a) xn,in(x) + 4 or 
(b) for some n, x,.~,~.~) is the immediate successor of x. To see this, suppose (b) 
fails. Then (X”,i.(x)-i, X,,i.(x)) E V,, for each n, SO (X”,i.(x)_l, X,.i,(x))+ AI. But since 
-G.i,(x)-i s x < X,,i,(x)r this implies (~,.i.(~)-i, x,.i.& + (x, x), and so (a) holds. 
Similarly, if in(x) is the greatest integer such that x,,~.(~) G% x, the analogues of (a) 
and (b) hold. It follows that 3 contains a base at x. Cl 
In [23], Jakovlev studied compact spaces which have a closure-preserving cover 
by compact metric spaces (CPC). A little later, Nachmanson and Yakovlev [15] 
showed that compact spaces having the CPC property are precisely those that can 
be embedded in a a-product of compact metric spaces. Our methods do not yield 
this characterization, but they do easily show that a compact space X having the 
CPC is Corson compact. For if X has the CPC, so does X2. Then X’\A has a 
closure-preserving closed cover {K,. * a E A} by separable metric spaces, and so A 
is a W-set in X2 by Proposition 3.5 (b). 
As an application of Theorem 4.3, consider the space X of Example 3.9 and its 
one-point compactification wX. It seems to us that it is not easy to see by usual 
methods that WX is strong Eberlein compact (for the same reason that it is not 
easy to see that X is metacompact). But WX is easily seen to be a compact scattered 
W-space (see the discussion in the previous section). 
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5. W-sets in non-compact spaces 
In the previous section, we gave some applications of the W-set concept to compact 
subsets of I-products. The purpose of this section is to briefly discuss a couple of 
questions concerning possible applications to not-necessarily-compact subsets of 
E-products. Our first question is whether or not our W-set diagonal characterization 
of compact subsets of I-products of lines extends to countably compact spaces. 
Question 5.1.’ Are countably compact spaces having a W-set diagonal precisely the 
countably compact spaces which embed in a I-product of lines? 
The proof of Corollary 4.2 shows that every countably compact subspace of a 
I-product of lines has a W-set diagonal. 
Let us state without proof some facts about spaces having a W-set diagonal, some 
of which indicate that it might be reasonable to expect a positive answer to Question 
5.1. 
(5.2.) Not every space X with a W-set diagonal is countably compact (consider 
any infinite discrete space), but the set of non-isolated points of X is countably 
compact. 
(5.3.) If X has a W-set diagonal then every closed subset of X is a W-set in X. It 
is easy to show that disjoint W-sets can be separated by disjoint open sets; thus 
every space with a W-set diagonal is normal. 
(5.4.) If each X,, a E r, has a W-set diagonal, then any Sproduct of the X,‘s has 
a W-set diagonal. 
(5.5.) If X has a W-set diagonal, then so does any closed image of X 
Before stating the next question, let us recall that W-spaces are preserved by 
E-products, and so, in particular, any subspace of a Z-product of first countable 
spaces is a W-space. 
Question 5.6. If H is a W-set in a space X, does the neighborhood system of H in 
some sense ‘look like’ the neighborhood system of a point in a subspace of a 
Z-product of first countable spaces? 
We can show that if H is a W-set in a space X, and (X\HI s wl, then the answer 
is positive in the following sense: there is a function f (not necessarily continuous) 
of X into E({O, l}“~) such that 
(i) f-‘(O) = H, where 0 is the point with O(a) = 0 for all a; 
’ W.S. Watson has answered this question in the negative by observing that {CI < w2 ; cf CI = W} is a 
counterexample. 
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(ii) U is a neighborhood of H in X if and only if f(U) is a neighborhood of 0 
in f(X). 
Our final question is related to the previous one. 
Question 5.7. Is every W-space homeomorphic to a subspace of a -Y-product of 
first countable spaces? 
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